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Shqip më poshtë
Summary of data collected by Ekphrasis Studio from 1 survey format during
meetings and workshops, December 2018- March 2019, for the project
“Engaging Tirana’s Communities in Public Arts and Policy”/ HARP- Hapësira
Arteve Publike (Public Arts Space) in Tirana, Albania supported by UNESCO IFCD
in collaboration with Tirana Municipality and Ministry of Culture. Find more info
on www.HARP.al also the 1st Surveys Report, research “Artistic Expression
Tirana Past and Present” and 1st digital MAP of public arts in Tirana.
Prepared by Blerina Berberi and Kevin Tummers
Thank you for the support Sidita Zaja, Elisa Kuqali, Administrative Unit Nr. 2,
Florian Pullazi, Eva Cibuku, Athina Dhima Bardhi, Rita Mborja Kananaj, Berta Lako,
Mimoza & Vasil Kuqali, Shpreca Cela, Sidita Fortuzi, Enisa Cenaliaj Huso, Multi-Disciplinary Social Center
Administrative Unit Nr. 9, DeStil, artists and professionals participating in HARP FOKUS: Franko Dine, Iris
Canaj, Arba Bekteshi, Ergin Zaloshnja, Alketa Ramaj & Donika Çina.
Translation by Enkel Asamataj

Photos/ Fotot © CC 4.0 Ekphrasis Studio/ by Enisa Cenaliaj Huso & Elisa Kuqali, Tirana, Albania 2018-9
Përmbledhje e të dhënave nga Ekphrasis Studio nga 1 modele pyetesorësh gjatë takimeve dhe punishteve,
Dhjetor 2018 deri në Mars 2019, për projektin "Pjesëmarrja e Komuniteteve të Tiranës në Artet Publike
dhe Politika” / HARP- Hapësira e Arteve Publike në Tiranë, mbështetur nga UNESCO IFCD në bashkëpunim
me Bashkinë e Tiranës dhe Ministrinë e Kulturës. Për më shumë informacion vizitoni www.HARP.al shihni
Raportin e Parë të Pyetësorëve, "Tirana- Shprehjet te se Shkuares dhe Tashmes" dhe Harta e Pare e Arteve
Publike në Tiranë.
Përgatitur nga Blerina Berberi dhe Kevin Tummers
Faleminderit për mbështetjen Sidita Zaja, Elisa Kuqali, Njësia Administrative Nr. 2, Florian Pullazi, Eva
Cibuku, Athina Dhima Bardhi, Rita Mborja Kananaj, Berta Lako, Mimoza & Vasil Kuqali, Shpreca Cela, Sidita
Fortuzi, Enisa Cenaliaj Huso, Qendra Sociale Multidisiplinare Njësia Administrative Nr. 9, DeStil, artist dhe
profesioniste pjesëmarrës në HARP FOKUS: Franko Dine, Iris Canaj, Arba Bekteshi, Ergin Zaloshnja, Alketa
Ramaj & Donika Çina.
Perkthimi nga Enkel Asamataj
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The data was mainly collected in the following locations during December 2018- March 2019.
Te dhenat jane mbledhur kryesisht ne keto vende dhe zona te Tiranes gjate Dhjetor 2018- Mars 2019.

Map of where people live who filled in the surveys. Including other residents out of Tirana from
Birmingham UK, Syracuse NY USA, Lagja 3 Kukes, Lezhe, Kruje, Parruc-Shkoder, Elbasan- Lagja 5 Maji,
Sukth. Click here for FULL MAP with details
Harta e vend-ndodhjes se banoreve qe kane plotesuar pyetesorin. Perfshire dhe rezidente te tjere jashte
Tiranes, si Birmingham UK, Syracuse NY USA, Lagja 3- Kukes, Lezhe, Kruje, Parruc- Shkoder, Elbasan- Lagja
5 Maji, Sukth. Shihni ketu HARTE E PLOTE me detaje
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Paris Commune where there is a lack of public
spaces since it is overpopulated, one
square/garden, small sidewalks and few
benches. Lucky we are close to the lake. Being
a new neighborhood there is no cohesion, the
only collective activity is coffee drinking. The
green space has more old people,
accompanying grandkids, also being poor do
not sit at cafes.
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Business
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9. Per momentin nuk di te them se cili art eshte bere nga artiste femra. Ajo nuk ka rendesi,
por une nuk e di nese nese artistet femra jane jo te perfaqesuara.

1- It doesn’t matter to me. 2- Both genders, and children. 3- Art knows only talent. 4- To
me gender does not matter but the art work. 5- There need be more public art from
various age groups 6- Art has nothing to do with gender, there is simply no art in public
spaces. 7- Maybe I am not informed on the space they have.8- Men and Women. 9. At
the moment, I can’t even tell which art is made by female artists. That doesn’t matter
but I have no way of knowing whether or not female artists are under-represented.
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7. Perseri, un nuk e di sa eshte vlera, por ne pergjithesi ndjej se investimi artstic duhet te rritet
OTHER: 1- culture centers, cinema, etc. 2- also in the city 3- it is late 4- the budget for the
arts in Albania is scandalous 5- I believe there should be investments in other more
important things 6- Of course 7- Again, I don’t know what the baseline is, but I generally feel
that artistic investment should increase.
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OTHER/ SPECIFY
1- What would be the role? 2- An active board not a formal one like it normally
happens 3- I believe the board should have youth or arts students 4- This should be
an independent board and hopefully with a specific allocated fund in order to be
independent of politics and administrators of the Municipality
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OTHER/ SPECIFY
2- What would be the role? 2- I don’t know 3- For projects of national level 4Including young artists would be an advantage and innovative for the art scene in
Albania 5- I don’t know the administrative structure of the Ministry of Culture to
give an opinion. From the experience of my collegues I know that there are
insufficient funds or are spent not efficiently. There need be independent boards to
make decisions in relation to the artist. For example, to me it was suspicious the
selection of the artist for the Venice Biennale, who is connected with
representatives of the government, like is the Harabel center. I do not want to
misjudge but it has left me with a bad taste.
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1- Maybe 2- I live currently out of Albania, but when I get back I could participate 3- I have not looked
or have any information about such events to participate 4- I have not been informed, it takes
coordination to engage the community.
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1- Tourist from UK 2- Depends on the project 3- Depends 4- Only if the spaces taken from bars and
caffes are free 5- Why not 6- Maybe for curiosity 7- During spare time.
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35- Te drejtat e Njeriut

1- Culture 2- Ballet and Music 3- Visual Arts 4- Kids Cartoons 5- Special things like historic figures with sarcasm 6- All
three depending on the history and situations 7- Social 8- Folk Music 9- Sports 10- Religion 11- Actual Reality 12Importance of reading novels, knowing music culture 13- All besides politics +Feminism 14- All these besides
politics 15- To remember how Albania was before 1990 (1945-1990) in order to compare with the present and
understand what we really like 16- Literature 17- Tradition 18- Ballet 19- Ballet 20- Protect nature 21- Social
themes and messages 22- Caricature 23- All 24- It depends on the location and the events related to it 25Contemporary themes dedicated to ART and Artistic Progress (Albanian or International) 26- Whatever the
theme, it should be art, not a doodle from amateurs selected for the interest, even financial, of someone 27- The
artists should decide, they have a different perspective and can be educational 28- A bit of everything, depending
on the area. In old areas of Tirana, I’d like to remember the simple life, the memory of the past, various historic
moments of the Tirana city and culture. I’m less interested of over represented themes such as WWII. I’d like to
see in neighborhoods Museum Shops, such as recreating a shop from the communist period to make people
understand the times. Also ethnographic museum of the modern times. Besides art there need be more
attention to conservation. For example, Hoxha Tahsim road has still interesting shoe repairing shops, tailors,
working in traditional ways. They could be subsidized by the relevant institutions. 29- social, raising awareness
30- more activities for children 31- Daily life 32- Social 33- Exploiting public spaces in favor of creative initiatives
34- Values, love, sport 35- Human rights
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Tjeter:
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ENGLISH
1 I want an artist to create a public artwork with a feature, such as an innovative protection for
the noise pollution of the road. A neighborhood art piece that would bring the silence of 5 years ago.
2 Green, populated, with not very high buildings and an active, lively street life.
3 Multi-Cultural where People Do Not Prejudice and Learn From Each Other
4 With large spaces between buildings where you can breathe, and where there should be performances, green spaces, and art
should be independent of city center, and which can be managed by the community and serve them.
5 My dream neighborhood is full of places to relax, not very populated, with libraries and cinema.
6 Colorful, safe, bar and coffee shops with different art forms.
7 With more parks, greenery, schools and more public spaces.
8 Have infrastructure and how the world lives outside.
9 have more public spaces and places to present art in the neighborhood.
10 As much art as it can, lighting etc ...
11 to have space, greenery, cleanliness and games for children etc ...
12 Greening, historical museums, etc ...
13 To have children's voices playing, livelihood and greenery.
14 Be arranged, green, with playground for children and be clean.
15 To have all conditions that Tirana has
16 Street paved, lights, gardens, etc ...
17 To have space, to have greenery, playground for children etc
18 I dream of my neighborhood with green spaces around and where the children can play
and with more flowers and light.
19 With flowers and 5-storey buildings.
20 More gardens and parks, only greenery and installations
21 To have a school for arts and social centers, etc ...
22 As a European neighborhood, green, etc
23 Green, as much light, etc ...
24 Main parking lot for cars in order to have more space for children to play, have a playground, park with benches for the
elderly and also have trees to provide a clean air.
25 To have tranquility, beauty and space as much for a park, etc ...
26 I would like to have more public spaces in my neighborhood, more greenery, playgrounds, regular parking and not where
anyone fancy to park the car wherever he/she wants, and more cleanness.
27 There is order, light, water, cleanliness, paved streets, greenery and playgrounds for children in the Park.
28 With the best infrastructure, lighting, library etc ...
29 More green spaces, newer buildings and less noise.
30 I dream a neighborhood where children have spaces to play, greenery, where nature surrounds and where there is no smoke
pollution, where there are contemporary buildings to fit the country while to have and preserve historic buildings.
31 What we miss in our neighborhood is a cinema and a podium for various concerts.
32 Have wide sidewalks, more greenery, etc ...
33 To have gardens, art centers that has as many different activities every weekend.
34 The neighborhood of my dreams should have places for all ages, children's playgrounds, and also one for the elderly and
without doubt way more greens.
35 Less cars, more light, less smoke and more cleanness.
36 Be upright, better-behaved and have cultured people
37 To have parks, playgrounds, libraries, and possibly movie theaters
38 I want my neighborhood where I live to be clean, green and enlightened. I dream that my neighborhood is a neighborhood
with all the clean facilities, making everyone from community residents is aware
39 A neighborhood open for new things
40 Greenness and Art.
41 With well ordered streets and a square in front of the building to play or with benches to sit, and not occupied by the cars
and a pseudo parking lot-toll-men that does not pay taxes to the state.
42 with metro
43 clean and quiet, green, that is, far way from here
44 sufficient public spaces, greenery and activities for different age groups.
45 green, with playgrounds, with parking lots, with clean air, with a runway, with lighting etc, as in America.
46 More greenery and parks.
47 The ideal neighborhood would be filled with public spaces, playgrounds for kids, with more greenery and less concrete. This
unfortunate will only remain a dream like the title of your question says.
48 Smooth, no cars, with children's playground and clean.
49 Clean, quiet without disturbing noises, parking for residents and not for Others. Colorful and painted facades and not as they
are today but how should they really be.
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50 First, be clean and green, to have a rule for parking vehicles, to be safe for the family, but especially for the children, but also
for the third age, to be able to control the level of pollution and noises and why not have educational arrangements and fun for
kids.
51 with public space for playgrounds for children, with art such as statues, paintings, mural etc. things, not narrow for a loose
walk.
52 Increase investment in villages and agriculture.
53 To have a multifunctional center, with many recreational facilities and playgrounds for children.
54 Quiet from the car noise etc ...
55 To add colors and playgrounds to the neighborhood, and for the traffic of vehicles at the Youth Park to decrease.
56 Build a playground for children.
57 More green space, children's playground, parking space for cars etc. ...
58 Short streets, colorful flowers with a colorful playground and children's playground, my dream of the neighborhood
59 Without parking, with space for children.
60 With parking and only with toys for children.
61 With greenery, with benches and sidewalks, with public bathrooms and kept as clean as possible, etc ...
62 Just as it is.
63 Better than it is etc ...
64 To have cultural, sports and theater performances with different shows etc ...
65 A quiet neighborhood with green trees, children's playgrounds and benches for the elderly.
66 My neighborhood I imagine it more green, with playgrounds and no cars.
67 In the first place, the space in the neighborhoods to be greener. For the rules of cohabitation in the neighborhood to be
respected by the community in co-operation, including and emphasizing cleanliness of common spaces and living in community
in a civilized way, facilitating the deployment of art works in the neighborhoods and with what I wrote above, I think it would be
the dream neighborhood of a free citizens.
68 With a library for each age group and playground for childrens and adults etc
69 More green space between palaces. More games for kids, more cultural and sports activities and why not organize various
games in open doors with different neighborhoods’ teams, in the form of races ?! I have many ideas on how this can be
organized.
70 More greenery, children's playgrounds, beautiful façades for the eye to see, arranged with colorful benches, harmony of art
and nature.
71 How was at my age, with the playground for the children, greenery and places free of payment.
72 A green neighborhood with parks and facilities for children and the elderly
73 Green, fun park for children, space for playing games like football, volleyball, less palaces and high buildings.
74 More space for games or sports activities such as: football, basketball, etc .. Less cars, with lots of bicycles and greenery.
75 Plenty of greenery, with relaxing facilities. Arts in the public spaces is a very good idea, something different that gives you
pleasure when you see them.
76 Green spaces and parks for children.
77 More greenery, parks etc ...
78 With villas and characteristic road, without cars and with plenty of greenery.
79 Plenty of painted walls and greenery etc ...
80 I imagine mwy dream neigborhood with plenty of light, with a very good infrastructure, with a social center and so on ...
81 In the neighborhood there should be more youth activities etc ...
82 In the neighborhood there should be more sports activities so that young people are involved.
83 More green spaces, public spaces for all ages and more old age-related services.
84 With parks, toys for children, clean and loving people.
85 With greenery, walls have different mosaics and different themes and centers of social care for the elderly etc ...
86 A neighborhood where you can find suitable facilities for children, teenagers and the elderly
87 As it is without the towers
88 Best roads, greenery and resting places.
89 to have room for the interaction of residents, to have more room for children to play and learn new things.
90 I imagine it as in Europe but I see only the facade of concrete, I wait but there is no green light.
91 I imagine my neighborhood: fancy, clean and artistic.
92 Each of us would like to have his neighborhood and apartment beautiful and clean. trees and green grass, toys for children
to play down at their apartments. And palaces with the painting facade would be nice, so anyone when he goes home can see it
to be full of colors and life.
93 Garden with Flowers, Greenery etc ...
94 Plants, shavings, concert halls, theaters.
95 Greenery, benches, not much noise from cars and music from clubs that stay up
late etc ...
96 I love a clean neighborhood, greenery with flowers, playground for children.
97 I love a clean neighborhood with contemporary rules.
98 to have more space inorder to get closer to the kids.
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99 I wish in my neighborhood to have a garden where the third age stays, to have also a space with artwork such as paintings,
sculptures etc, to have a mini library to read.
100 To have a social center for the third age.
101 The neighborhood should be clean.
102 I want to have space in front of the palace where I could drink a coffee
103 My wish as a habitator of neighborhood no.1 want to have a playground for children, a clean environment with spaces and
benches for the elderly and have a garden for all the people. 104 I am very happy to have a neighborhood as I want it to be, I
hope that it gets realized, I want to have children and in the third ages spaces with fountains, parks, beautiful flowers.
105 In the neighborhood of my dreams there should be playgrounds in populated areas such as mine because we have to go far
away to find one. The puppet's theatre would be good to be in the neighborhood but also recreational activities for the elderly.
Not any area should be used to build palaces but also other things.
106 A neighborhood with as much greenery and art. A neighborhood resonates warmth and makes you feel like in a dream. Art
is the mirror of the soul so the neighborhood should be as well a lot of art to reflect people living there. A neighborhood where
you can spend a day out quiet where children play with each other without fear of car traffic.
107 Streets paved with trees, flowers, parks for children and weekend activities for children.
108 System of streets and alleys necessary in all neighborhoods. We are of the opinion that to place the bust of Vath Koresh in
the premises to be set up by the Municipality.
109 With large green spaces and organized weekend activities for child, adolescent.
110 In the administrative unit no.2 I think that the improvements made have some shortcomings too such as: facilities, toys for
neighborhood children, improvement of spaces between palaces especially their alleys, the designation of facilities for retirees,
an environment for meetings of organizations such as veterans and their youngs etc.
111 I imagine and dream a neigborhood of being clean, planted with trees, having greenery and playgrounds for children and
benches for retirees.
112 My dream neighborhood has cinemas near, sport facilities, and the botanical garden to be operational.
113 With flowers and with benches etc ...
114 To be more green and clean
115 To be a park nearby where you could have fun and enjoy yourself.
but it depends more on us.
116 More space for children, more space in the street sa I am able to walk with my children trolley. More controls for guys that
stick until late smoking and laughing.
117 Green, with kindergartens and quality schools. These brings culture.
118 A very regular neighborhood on the infrastructural and green side, a large fountain in the midst of greenery. In small
squares to have cultural monuments.
119 With more entertaining facilities for children, more greenery and fewer cars
lots of art and color.
120 More parks, games for children and adults, artwork, flats of traditional character, with water drinkable in our homes, with
innovative competitions. All residents contribute to the maintenance or further development of the area. They should come
out one day per month to clean up terrain around their homes and participate in municipal projects for the area.
121 I would like to have infrastructure, green spaces and sports.
122 A clean neighborhood with water, light and paved roads.
123 More tranquility and not many cars etc ...
124 The neighborhood should be more green.
125 There should be sports facilities, a library rich in neighborhoods and have green environments.
126 " Neighborhood unit the "Post to have more space
127 I love my neighborhood as good as possible.
128 I live in Laprake st: Pandi Dardha and please arrange the streets behind the building because we have it like a village street.
Respect.
129 More greenery and paved roads.
130 I would like to have more greenery, more parks and games for children and an environment where the elderly can stay.
131 I imagine it with a multifunctional center for the three generations.
132 Quiet, as few cars as possible and filled with playgrounds and restin places.
133 Good health always comes from a good environment, so the neighborhood where we spend most of time should be with
parks, games for children and also educational and relaxing tools for individuals.
134 There are toys for children and space for the elderly.
135 I imagine my neighborhood with sports places where children of different ages can play And the growing generation is able
to be as active. Libraries should be set up to serve young people to read. There should also be spaces to serve the third age.
136 The neigborhood of my dreams should be clean, green, have sports fields where you various activities are held and also a
library filled with different books to give us knowledge and to learn new things.
137 I would like to have an comedy and drama theater and also have massive participation in them.
138 As every neighborhood in the cities of Europe.
139 No cars, greenery, lighting etc ...
140 Quite quiet, without cars, with a large park and palaces to be painted in multiple colors etc ..
141 With 5 storey buildings, more greenery, library etc ...
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142 To have more public spaces where to organize artistic events by foreign artists and domestic one as well. Discourses on
Albanian history both politically and culturally.
143 Open community with events involving citizens every weekend.
144 My dream neighborhood needs to have a cultural center where art is discussed in all its aspects. If of cultural center are not
possible, to organize meetings in public spaces especially for the age groups under 18 yr. The advisory board of events of this
nature, to be composed by experienced artists but also with young artists. Every new idea for a novelty in art to be
discussed and addressed.
145 I imagine it with more greenness, clean and well maintained. Imagine to have the needs spaces of everyday as close as I
can, I also imagine it as a more vibrant neighborhood where events or similar things are carried out.
146 A regular, systematic neighborhood where colors prevail. A clean neighborhood and resting environments for people. An
environment where people have where to stay and spend time playing or simply for relaxing.
147 Green, with works of art (sculptures, woodwork) that mimic nature, paintings that point out humanism (wall paintings), or
advice, written expressions in public places that attract attention and make reflection and why not imitations of the world
famous paintings drawn on different objects in neighborhoods, streets etc ...
148 A small neighborhood, with much greenery, the broader public space for entertainment, mainly for third ages and children.
A neighborhood with a kind of art expressed simply by writing over the walls, motivating expressions, mainly against bullying.
149 Quiet, Green, Brighten, With Art.
150 Greening, parks, tranquility, purity
151 With paved roads, with parking, clean bins and no smelly odours at all times where the garbage is thrown etc ...
152 My neighborhood I wonder it to have playground, greenery, various art centers that have events every weekend.
153 Fun & pretty, with functional infrastructure. I would like to have more graffiti like in the block area, ironic and meaningful
and greener, but being combined nicely.
154 Mural, Graffiti, Sketch Satire
155 Clean. No brushing man with wipe the street and raise dust clean, quiet, infrastructure within standards, dedicated
pedestrian areas and Children spaces.
156 I imagine it clean, smooth, without rubbish and possibly without stray dogs and with asphalt in the road.
158 Without trash, without stray dogs, without Edi Rama
159 To increase the organization of various social events in service of all age groups.
160 Multifunctional center, where our generation can provide their own experiences.
161 To have many activities, more greenery etc ...
162 more green and relaxed space
163 more entertainment spaces
164 More greenness, purity, order.
165 Clean and Much More Art.
166 Have more green spaces where people spend more time in nature and in the fresh air. Also to have the space to practice
sports activities. Just have
different cultural activities for all age groups at the weekend when people have free time.
167 With full infrastructure and public spaces, parks, playgrounds and
sports facilities.
168 I imagine my dream neighborhood with artwork (sculptures) in parks.
169 clean, green and paved streets
170 with parking, with flowers, games for children
171 Better and Cleaner
172 With flowers, paved streets, lighting and playgrounds.
173 With low and medium elevation buildings, more greenery. Spaces
Defined for recreational activities that meet the health, artistic and cultural needs of the citizens who live there.
174 Imagine my neighborhood as the neighborhoods of the developed European countries
175 Clean, green and regular, paved roads etc ...
176 Clean, regular and greener
177 Clean and Brighter.
178 Beautiful, clean and good communication between residents
179 clean and well-respected
180 well organized
181 With Flowers and Light
182 Beautiful, Clean
183 Green, clean, paved roads, sidewalks, lights, playground for children
and with a park that is a point of reference for all age groups. Of course works of art not to be missing.
184 I imagine it with a sporting corner, with flowers, with cinemas, theaters, various art centers etc ...
185 I do not want it to be better. It's perfect.
186 I imagine my neighborhood filled with parks, with greenery to have space for the arts.
187 To be as it is, but I would like to have a cinema.
188 Have a sport corner, flowers, a place for the elderly, bars etc ...
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189 I imagine with a sporting corner, beautiful flower gardens, a playground for children and to be a safe and not noisy
neighborhood.
190 My dream neighborhood I imagine it to be more beautiful by development and construction, with me many green spaces
and playgrounds, with resting spaces and public centers consulting on the arts, or anything that affects the cultural return of
the community.
191 A little more qualitative than those we see in advertising
192 Tree, Lighting, Infrastructure
193 Large park where every inhabitant can feel pleasure being a resident of this neighborhood or city.
194 More greenery, playgrounds for each age group and various activities for young people etc.
195 With infrastructure, playgrounds and greenery.
196 more public spaces
197 more space in the units quarters
198 More green spaces and immediate parking solutions (free spaces)public).
199 First, I would like to have more public spaces (from the parking lot), with many green spaces where children can play. Also, I
would like to have in these spaces more activities to be organized for children, such as the mini-concert type where
neighborhood children can be included together with people in order to approach residents as was the childhood time of 90s.
200 A neighborhood like Glasgow
201 New York
202 I envision my neighborhood with more public spaces, with more social centers,very clean, with more art in public space.
203 With infrastructure, space (flower, playground, etc.).
204 To have a lot of green spaces, games and sports fields.
205 With the pool between
206 Like California
207 Completed in infrastructure, with functional facilities without bureaucracy and delays. Active and optimistic people in
neighborhood events.
208 A complete infrastructure with children's playground, cinema, sports corners, etc. and any thing that makes you happy to
be in your neighborhood, public spaces for the elderly etc.
209 More space for residents and their children, possibly even a nearby park, and more organized with administrators who can
be the voice of citizens.
210 An area full of greenery, clean and artwork, commodity.
211 With space in the middle, no building.
212 There must be some important components for a good co-existence and more greenery and space, children's playgrounds,
as well as parking possibilities.
213 I imagine it without rubbish, paved streets and public spaces. Have a flower with benches where the elderly rest also more
greenery.
214 More walls of beautiful architecture, and with walls of every palace to be available for wall paintings, that have an eyecatching theme to make you curious about the subject you treat and especially to engage people emotionally.
215 More Cultural and Artistic Activities.
216 With paved streets, with little coffee-bars, with trees and greenery.
217 Only abroad Not in Albania
218 With public and green spaces, as there is no site without being built with high palaces, more space to park
the vehicle, possible near the center of residence, free sidewalks, as all spaces are beign occupaid with unlicensed buildings.
219 The neighborhood of my dreams should be paved, with no rubbish left over, with children's playgrounds as well as more
green areas. It should also need to have many parking spaces for the residents of the area.
220 In my neighborhood I would like to have more garbage bins, paved roads and areas To have also a recreation area and
entertainment for children.
221 Clean and Artistic.
222 With green parks, public spaces for all age groups, clean rooms, systematized by improper constructions
223 There should be more green spaces, trees
224 Greenery, playgrounds for children and different art centers etc ...
225 paved streets, sidewalks, parks and playgrounds for children.
226 With parks and playgrounds etc.
227 I dream my neighborhood with green parks, playgrounds for children, with libraries, with cinemas and various cultural
centers.
228 More greenery and recreational places for citizens.
229 playfields
230 A public space where we can see greenery.
231 A neighborhood with paved streets, as many children's playgrounds as well as drawings in public spaces
232 Being a quiet neighborhood, having children's playgrounds and garden for the elderly.
233 A place with more greenery and space for children.
234 A cleaner place and the streets to be more illuminated.
235 I want my neighborhood to be bright, to have children's playgrounds and cultural centers, to have paved road and be clean.
236 Not many cars, no buildings coloured with patchworks, parks, toys for children
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237 Not close by the palace windows, treatment by neighborhood psychiatrist (free of charge). Greenhouses, with benches
where memories of residents who do not live are written with, but also of those who currently live.
238 Greenery, not the car near the house window, no local noise, no playgrounds nearby the window of the house, 24 hours
water, not the H2O waiting on the terrace deposits, to have a building manager
239 A clean neighborhood with green spaces.
240 I dream my neighborhood with more public spaces, more greenery, with many playgrounds for children and various
activities for them etc ...
241 Greener and more activities for children. 2/20/2019 2:09 PM
242 I imagine the magnificent trees with spaces for children to play, the third age to come and rest.
243 Do not have palaces, but only small houses or two-story villas. The streets paved with cobble, many flowers and children's
playgrounds. A summer cinema, with a playground for children and swimming pools that were built is not working, so they
must work properly
245 I would like to have the playground for the kids to play, the roads to be more ordered and wider sport areas such as soccer,
basketball fields because sport keeps far and relieves more stress and people socialise with each other and keeps children away
from crime.
246 I imagine it with a children's park, games, places for rest for the third age and possibly 1 summer cinema which can also be
used for concerts and performances of resident children.
247 It should be the most beautiful neighborhood when our children grow up happy, have toys parks as much flower as well as
entertainment venues for any age group. I imagine with a fountain surrounded by flowers and benches, 1 space for sports with
skateboards, bicycles, teenagers' skins, sandboxes for small and many trees.
249 With flower, playgrounds and not car park, clean and green and full of light.
250 I imagine my neighborhood of dreams to be clean and not that people throw
waste on the ground.
251 I imagine my neighborhood to be quiet, with small houses well spaced space with each other. With garden, with
small sports arenas, cinemas and more green and thoughtful for the people with different abilities. I want my neighborhood
clean and have more harmony with each other and have children's playgrounds.
252 My dream neighborhood should have craft centeres where kids get acquainted with handicrafts of the country and have
knowledge of how they are done.
253 I imagine the neighborhood of my dreams with sports parks and have different activities. 2/15/2019 2:36 PM
254 I would like my neighborhood to have playgrounds, libraries and psychology-worker 2/12/2019 4:10 PM
255 The dream neighborhood should be full of gardens, green spaces and spaces for playing children where young and old can
stay.
256 I imagine a safe and quiet neighborhood with green spaces, good transport routes and easy to use.
257 A recreational space with nature and with good transport possibilities
258 My dream neighborhood would be a place filled with trees, with parks for children and elders, also have more walls with
paintings and graffiti, also have a pedestrian and bicycle route.
259 Clean, probably painted walls with artistic works that attract tourists. Variety Of neighborhood cultures and different ages.
260 Painted walls, more colorful and vibrant, people who show talents, singing, etc.
261 An area that creates the opportunity to relax, perform physical activities, a green space, a certain space is also dedicated to
the third age group etc.
262 With enough space and suitable to develop various artistic activities from different age groups.
263 There should be public consultations on arts in relation to nature, memory of inhabitants, history, etc I imagine my
neighborhood to be regular, clean. Where my family and other people feel safe
264 The roads to be well ordered, there are plenty of investments to be made in my neighborhood and residents have tried to
do them, for example, investing heavily in sewerage, and some of the roads, and have been trying to increase electricity supply.
265 a neighborhood full of greenery, with playgrounds and painted walls artistically, without noise and parking space for the
entire community.
266 A clean neighborhood, with the right signaling, a quiet neighborhood, with green space, with people
that go well in the community with enough space, such as parking spaces, not like in the current moment where chaos prevails.
267 Quiet quiet neighborhood with road signage and plenty of lighting to reach the public spaces and parks for children to take
advantage of free time.
268 Less green and no tall buildings.
269 With paved streets.
270 paved roads, sewerage, extension of roads etc. And a bit more rule and calm.
271 I imagine it with a good system, also roads arranged and complete by urban and infrastructural part with ample sports
spaces where to engage more society citizens.
272 With some aristocratic activities and artifacts planned by the Municipality. Especially in the squares and
the space between the palaces, so as to serve the education of the children with the beauty and art
273 The neighborhood of my dreams would like to have it clean, with the respective and
Selective rubbish bins. I would like to imagine it with humorous people in harmony with each other.
274 A neighborhood full of art, in colors, with a regular and unobtrusive environment.
275 A neighborhood with a pleasing eye view, with open colors and lots of nature.
276 A clean, quiet place where the rules of social life are respected.
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277 A quiet place where the common facilities are respected, where everyone is respected, where there is organization for
various occasions, parties etc. Also have adequate facilities for third ages, for children.
278 With a park, with more green spaces and why not bicycle lanes.
279 The neighborhood of my dreams has more green spaces, different sports fields, and paved roads.
280 More centers that support the development of arts, theaters and more.
281 With fewer cafes, more public spaces and more businesses that serve the inhabitants.
282 Green Quarter and Park for Children and the Elderly. Also paved roads not with dirt.
283 More space and green space and more art and paintings in Public space.
284 Landscape as Greener Paintings, mural
285 More Public Space, Playgrounds, Playgrounds for Kids
286 With paved roads, with parks where you can spend free time, quiet.
287 The neighborhood of my dreams would be a community where the co - operation would prevail and harmony among the
inhabitants. I would like to have multiple activities where all residents are integrated.
288 Remarkable
289 Full of flying cars, greenery, full of beautiful girls and boys.
290 With high % of greenness and without the chairs of the bars that are exceeding the total number of ants in the world.
291 Asphalted, illuminated, clean, green, have a playground for children, have facilities for retirees, have a library and have free
public spaces
292 Green spaces, more benches, playgrounds and parking opportunities
293 I do like and wish to have as many public spaces as 15-30% across the territory
and be free from the tables and chairs of the premises of the bars
294 Have paintings and photos on the facades of the palaces. clean
295 Clean, with no bars that have sprung like mushrooms and without the municipality police that they look our kids who do
not even have space the sidewalk to pass.
296 I dream my neighborhood to have more public spaces, green parks and playgrounds for children, as this area are very
populated and these spaces are very scarce. I would like to have more opportunities for artistic activities in the neighborhood,
which will affect them positively in the life and well-being of people.
297 Green, paved roads (that are missing) and space for children to play
298 With cultured, polite and all-embracing people
299 There shoulb be trees, flowers, toy parks and wall and mosaic paintings.
300 In the village, with a small farm, where the nearest neighbour is 1 km away
301 Greeness, parks
302 I imagine it filled with messages of hope and cultural resistance.
303 Greenery and Kids Playgrounds
304 More green
305 At least the paved road
306 With the greener spaces, with all the ages and safe spaces for children.
307 Clean, cured architecturally and as much of the artwork (sculptures, paintings mural), all in HARMONY with the physical
and intellectual proportions of man.
308 To have more spaces for fun for kids and grown ups .. without many bars and parked cars.
309 Systematized and functional
310 As a European neighborhood. All in all, there is a minimum space for playgrounds, benches where you can sit and not
forced to sit in the coffee bars, clean, parking spaces snd not parked cars on the sidewalk
311 With parks, regular, clean.
312 clean, nice, green
313 In addition to cleaness and greenery, to have color and color harmony, taste and culture
314 With the Best Infrastructure
315 A space in which all age groups feel good
316 Clean and Green
317 More common spaces, better organized and aesthetically beautiful
318 More space without cars.
319 With greenery.
320 With public spaces regulated with greenery and natural materials (as little concrete)
321 With a flower and playground for children.
322 I dream a neighborhood with wood entertainment spaces. With green plant groups, with harmonious forms, with wood
stools that have artistic forms, sports spaces, and inspirational artistic works for the education of children and of the whole
community.
323 Happy with greenness
324 Spacious and sheltered streets, clean.
325 Clean and with Flowers On Walls
326 I dream of my neighborhood a place that I can perform activities that calm me. Actually it is missing spaces for art sports
and entertaining activities.
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327 More public spaces; more organization and cooperation; centered around neighborhood and not everything should take
place in the center of Tirana. For this, more public squares need to be created where to serve many functions eg art fair,
market, concert venue; for music. I think that in specific neighborhoods of Tirana there is a chance to develop even more
community activities but lacking a kind of organizer incentive. I would like in my neighborhood to have 1. Library, preferably
with a section of art history 2. Cultural and community center, somehow model the TEN center at st. Myslym Shyri. (preferably
these centers had art courses or craft for the third age who after retirement remain very inactive and fall in depression).
Thirdly, I think every elementary / 9 year school and high school should introducing new subjects matter related to art / music
and theater. This is not an issue that touches only artistic but also social aspects. Art is accessed mainly by the children of the
rich families. So integrating more art at school can increase opportunities for many low income people to access art.
328 I imagine with robots, the flying car, have many drawings across the walls, to have a museum, have spaces to play without
smoke, to have more tree, to become a better place and have fewer polluting cars.
329 Every neighborhood should have a gaming space, slots to play and for Residents to stay where it is very beautiful at
specified times, to have artistic and cultural performances for her increased and mainly for children.
330 Well-structured neighborhoods with city views, green spaces, playgrounds for children, be a vibrant artistic life with
cinemas or libraries where it can have active leisure time, the addition of sports fields for young people.
331 designed in a regular way: very green, plenty of space, very clean, lots Of lighting
332 as greener, as many parks for children
333 I want the neighborhood to have a small park where children can play, have more greenery
and living, the walls should be constructed in such a way as to reflect a full of colors.
334 to be green, with playgrounds, have space for pedestrians
335 Clean, Smooth and More Flowering and Green Space
336 quiet, with green spaces and playground
337 a quiet neighborhood with a green public space
338 A neighborhood with more parks for children, more green spaces for the elderly and
more libraries, theaters, and more to see visual art.
339 In my neighborhood I would like to have a modern fountain, also a great playground for kids where to play games, a
basketball or volleyball field and one green space.
340 The living quarters must have as many arrangements as artistic as well as public institutions since it is suburban
neighborhood, everybody should contribute as much as a residents.
341 A green neighborhood, children's playgrounds, benches and various activities for different age groups.
342 A quiet neighborhood full of activities and vibrancy. People to be engaged in different activities in order to bring something
different and not a monotonous and everyday routine.
A neighborhood of life and clean, clean and safe.
343 A quiet neighborhood with a few small houses where the tranquility prevails and above all the respect for
each other, the road to be asphalted and have greenery along the road, have a sidewalk for
people who are safe. All residents should be very careful about the environment around it, to keep the environment clean, not
to throw waste and cost for the rubbish.
344 A space where all age groups feel comfortable. Younger age groups look to and the oldest age groups remind the past.
345 An elderly park and a children's playground
346 Imagine a clean, quiet neighborhood with rules where each neighborhood resident would have its share under control
347 More space for children's, car parks and more green spaces
348 The neigborhood of my dreams I imagine to have a large space where there is a diversity
various activities such as public parks, music in the evenings and art related to nature
and mostly with the story to include all the young people.
349 Green
350 With Green
351 In the appropriate standards
352 to have cleanliness, greenery, tranquility, parking
353 Quietly, parks for children, greenness
354 the road to be as paved as possible as well as the neighborhood should be clean
355 have public spaces, flowers, parks for children and elderly, to be a clean neighborhood, art on the street and on the walls
356 to have greenness and cleanness, order
357 More naturally, near the Artificial Lake (as I have it) so close to a water space, near any contemporary museum or
alternative scene, with a small square and some installation in it. The building with positive images, laughter, in color
sensitizing, with musicians throughout but not noisy with tourists.
358 The more green and less high buildings
359 to be better
360 The ideal neighborhood for me would be a neighborhood with theaters, cinemas and abundant spaces.
361 to have parks, recreational spaces, cinemas and theaters
362 With regular sidewalks, with easy access to the kids' carts, with baskets, with Illuminated spaces, with playgrounds, with
benches for playing, public baths, with cinemas or theaters, small and open.
363 have a good infrastructure, have a cultural center for children and adults, ornamented in
neighborhood bays, green parks, playgrounds and cartoon courses.
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364 With a cultural center for children, young and adult, public garden / park, there is also graphite artistic and well-managed.
365 I would like my neighborhood to have more entertaining facilities.
366 A normal, luminous neighborhood, do not miss chancellery and libraries as the students are very much in needed of them.
367 My dream neighborhood includes a gardens, a lintel, a library, illuminated streets and clean.
368 I would like my neighborhood to have flowers so that residents could get out, there would be room for
children's entertainment, sports fields such as: football, tennis, volleyball etc.
369 Sauk Tirane
370 Competitions to be open and arts to deal with the community. The involvement of them is
important because it will belong to them and they will preserve it
371 More public art on the outskirts.
372 Work with residents to become aware of not throwing garbage into the premises
especially in the education of children in both families and schools.
373 Arts in public areas should promote human values and seek public awareness to reflect on social issues.
374 There is a real need to develop workshops / trainings / seminars to be informed of any innovations that
contains in itself the word "Art" but not only. To share the best practices you can articulate about the art in the whole and over.
375 Elisa is a loving girl. The space is beautiful and I want more children to come.
376 Spaces are appropriate, it would be nice to come with more children. Blerina and Elisaare very good teachers.
OTHER:
156 A place where services, infrastructure and space are provided where every citizen feels good.
The dream neighborhood I would like to have playgrounds where children play and parents
are not concerned about their safety. I would like to have bookshelves where children can read books for free.
158 Clean, green and free of noisy environments, cars are placed in designated locations, the sidewalks are left free for
pedestrians.
159 More Color
160 with More Creations That Raise Awarness of the Passers by -About of Human Rights
161 I imagine the settlement or neighborhood as a common space that should inspire creativity, dialogue, interests of
aesthetics, cultural, artistic
162 Open and inclusive according to the age of the inhabitants!
163 In color, without trash, with space for free time, with playgrounds, greenery, paintings mural
164 With green spaces with stools / tables to enjoy the nature & the artists that play instruments, paint, dance, compose
objects with recyclable materials. With playgrounds for children with ecological materials and entertainment and development
activities for toddlers.
165 A list of announcements that informs about the possibilities of involving citizens in public and cultural decision-making,
sporting activities in the city
I imagine my neighborhood of dreams to have more green neighborhood, with broad streets and with spacious sidewalks for
pedestrians where there are also children's playground.
166 I imagine with a football field with a local and a fast food, as well as some computers
167 I dream my neighborhood to have palaces that are painted by all painters in the world. I want to have an art museum
where all the kids show their imagination, have mind games, I want all people to have a lot of imagination to use, in my
neighborhood people express the opinion that they have no shame in what they say and I want the streets of
my neighborhood to be clean.
168 I imagine my neighborhood full of paintings from different subjects, children's playgrounds, one soccer, basketball and
volleyball courts, have a cafe where to have children with drinks or things for children, have as many trees as possible and have
a cinema only for the residents of the neighborhood.
169 I imagine that there are robots. Even flying cars, there are many drawings in there walls, have a museum, have spaces to
play, not having smoke pollution, to have as many trees. To become a better place and have fewer cars smoke.
170 With clean air and library services.
171 More green and relaxing spaces for residents where projects can be shown from various artistic, cultural and social events.
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